Handbooks/Manuals:

Time-saver standards for interior design and space planning, 2nd ed., NK2110 .T48 2001

Dictionary:

The visual dictionary of architecture, NA31 .A43 2008

Encyclopedias:

American architecture: an illustrated encyclopedia, NA 705 H36 1998

WEBSITES

Architecture
http://architecture.about.com/ Your starting place for exploring all aspects of architecture and home design, including architecture history, famous architects, skyscrapers, house style.

Chicago Architecture Foundation
caf.architecture.org/ Dedicated to advancing public interest and education in architecture and design through a program of tours, exhibitions, lectures and special events.

AIA

Architectural Record
www.archrecord.construction.com/ Architectural Record is the #1 source for architecture design, modern architecture, and green architecture from McGraw Hill Construction.

Library Liaisons

The Library has designated a library liaison to serve as the principal contact for each campus department and program. Liaisons have primary responsibility for providing library information and services to faculty and students in the department. They serve as the first point of contact for information about library policies, procedures and services. They provide specialized reference consultations and teach classes to support research using library resources. They select library materials for purchase and they work with other se-
Print Books
ARCH. NA682 .M63 L66 2008

ARCH. NA8490 .R36 2008

ARCH. NA2542.36 .M64 2008
Integrated Design In Contemporary Architecture 1st ed. By Moe, Kiel

ARCH. HT384 .C6 C3 2008
The Concrete Dragon: China's Urban Revolution and What It Means for the World 1st ed. By Campanella, Thomas J.

ARCH. NA7235 .M32 T39 2008

ARCH. NA1996 .C733 2004
Leadership By Design: Creating an Architecture of Trust. By Swett, Richard N.

ARCH. NA1580 E44 1997
African Architecture: Evolution and Transformation. By Nnamdi Elleh

ARCH. NA1595 .C3 C37 2007
Cape Town Architecture & Design. By Daab Books

ARCH. NA1591.6 .E652 A8433 2006
Asmara, the frozen city. By Stefan Boness

ARCH. TH1421 .R34 2009
Earth Architecture. By Ronald Rael

ARCH. NA2130 .N8 M33 2008
Ghost: Building an Architectural Vision
By Brian MacKay-Lyons

ARCH. NA1600.2 .J33 2007
Next Wave: New Australian Architecture
By Davina Jackson

ARCH. NA1580 E44 1997
African Architecture: Evolution and Transformation. By Nnamdi Elleh

ARCH. NA1580 E44 1997
Asmara, the frozen city. By Stefan Boness

ARCH. NA1595 .C3 C37 2007
Cape Town Architecture & Design. By Daab Books

ARCH. NA1591.6 .E652 A8433 2006
Asmara, the frozen city. By Stefan Boness

ARCH. TH1421 .R34 2009
Earth Architecture. By Ronald Rael

ARCH. NA2130 .N8 M33 2008
Ghost: Building an Architectural Vision
By Brian MacKay-Lyons

ARCH. NA1600.2 .J33 2007
Next Wave: New Australian Architecture
By Davina Jackson

ARCH. NA1580 E44 1997
African Architecture: Evolution and Transformation. By Nnamdi Elleh

ARCH. NA1580 E44 1997
Asmara, the frozen city. By Stefan Boness

ARCH. NA1595 .C3 C37 2007
Cape Town Architecture & Design. By Daab Books

ARCH. NA1591.6 .E652 A8433 2006
Asmara, the frozen city. By Stefan Boness

ARCH. TH1421 .R34 2009
Earth Architecture. By Ronald Rael

Print Journals
The American architect
The American architect and the Architectural review
Louisiana architect
Architectural record
JA : The Japan architect

Electronic Journals
ITU Journal Series A: Architecture, Planning, Design:
This journal publishes refereed, original work in architectural, planning and design sciences. This includes original research articles, articles prepared from doctoral thesis completed in ITU, and technical notes.

Journal of Architectural Education:
First published in 1974, is the only refereed journal in North America devoted to architectural education. Published quarterly, the purpose of the JAE is to enhance architectural education, theory, and practice by addressing significant questions in architectural thought and practice today.

Bulletin of the Polytechnic Institute of Iasi - Construction & Architecture Section:
Devoted to original and interdisciplinary, peer-reviewed paper on theoretical and applied research related to building material and equipments.